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Nomad Tanzania’s newest safari camp
opened in August 2016 with an emphasis
on being as low-impact on its African
surroundings as possible. The camp is
completely removable, while still offering
comfort worthy of a honeymoon. Strategically
located between the Ngorongoro Crater and
the Serengeti Plains, the area has one of the
highest mammal concentrations in Africa –
virtually guaranteeing the safari experience
of a lifetime. Rates start at $655 per person/
per night.
nomad-tanzania.com

This new, 5-star island resort opened
in November 2016 with 50 beach and
over-water villas, three restaurants and a
spa. All villas include swimming pools and
an “island host” to attend to your every
need. Milaidhoo was designed specifically
with couples in mind and offers exclusive,
luxury activities for its guests. Located in
a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in the Baa
Atoll, spend your honeymoon amongst
the reef with whale sharks and manta
rays. Rates start at $1,475 per night.
milaidhoo.com

The first of three residential projects on
the beaches of Turks & Caicos, Beach
Enclave North Shore’s nine ultra-luxe
private villas can be reserved for stays of
any length. The villas are ideal for couples
looking for privacy, but who don’t want to
give up resort conveniences like a private
chef and concierge services. Each four or
five-room villa offers over 7,000 squarefeet of private space, its own infinity pool,
multiple terraces and a secluded beach
area. Rates start at $2,500 per night.
beachenclave.com
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PULITZER AMSTERDAM

THE FRANKLIN HOTEL

THE ROXY HOTEL

An ideal example of Amsterdam’s history
and contemporary Dutch design, the
hotel completed extensive renovations in
the fall of 2016. Set within 25 interlocked
17th and 18th century canal houses, the
hotel introduced 225 refreshed rooms
and suites, a transformed lobby and
the new, park-like hideaway, Pulitzer
Garden. Considering the clever interiors
and that no two rooms are alike, the
Pulitzer Amsterdam seems like the
perfect place to lay your head in this hip
destination. Rates start at $295 per night.
pulitzeramsterdam.com

Set in the heart of Kensington in Central
London, The Franklin Hotel is reopening
after being acquired in 2014 by the
Florence-based Starhotels. The 35-room
boutique hotel is back and better than
ever thanks to Bond-girl-turned-interiordesigner Anouska Hempel. Set in a
Victorian building created from three
adjoining town houses, the hotel’s style
combines the romance of an English
country house with the atmosphere of
an Italian Palazzo. Opening rates start at
£350 per night.
thefranklinlondon.com

As cool as its location on the border
between NYC’s SoHo and TriBeCa
neighborhoods, The Roxy Hotel recently
introduced 201 transformed guest rooms
and a myriad of new event venues, all
with a Mid-Century mod vibe. Formerly
the TriBeCa Grand Hotel, it’s the perfect
spot for hip, music-minded couples to say
“I do.” New venues include underground
Jazz club, The Django and the 1920s onsite movie theater perfect for screening
your wedding video. Opening rates start
at $309 per night.
roxyhotelnyc.com
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